Involvement of young people in governance and policy-making is an investment in the stable and democratic future of the country. The Co-ordinator promotes meaningful participation of youth in activities and projects, provides opportunities to build skills and knowledge, helps Ukraine implement reforms and addresses security challenges. This leaflet provides insights into some of the opportunities for youngsters available with our office.

**UPGRADE SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE**

Thematic schools and other training opportunities organized by the Co-ordinator, give young professionals a chance to enhance their skills and knowledge in specific areas. Announcements about these events are published in advance on our Facebook page and on the website (follow QR codes).

The Co-ordinator supports development of manuals and reference guides that can be used in educational process, notably in legal sphere, dialogue, social work and psychological assistance.
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The OSCE Project Co-ordinator and its project managers regularly meet with groups of young students and professionals to inform them about the Organization's role and its work in Ukraine. If you want to organize a lecture for a group of students or young activists, send us an e-mail to: Andrii.Dziubenko@osce.org and office-pcu@osce.org.

Interns placed with the OSCE Project Co-ordinator are selected through recruitment process; we advertise such vacancies on the OSCE website and through our Facebook Page.

The Junior Professional Officer (JPO) Programme provides the selected JPOs with a comprehensive exposure to the functioning of the Organization, and in particular familiarize them with the OSCE programmatic approach and regulatory framework.

In addition, the aim is to equip JPOs with important skills and abilities to build their professional career in an international and multicultural environment, offering them an opportunity to gain experience at the OSCE Secretariat, Institutions, and field operations.

Vacancies with the Co-ordinator

Young professionals with relevant education and expertise are welcome to apply for a job in our office or win a short-term consultancy in our projects.

To learn the types of employment at the OSCE and find a relevant field of expertise, check the respective page on the OSCE website.
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